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Footwork 

Footwork vs. Hands? “Save Zone” saves vs. “EST” (Emergency Save Technique) saves? For 25+ years, I 

have watched many a GK training session. I often peer in amazement as the GK trainer runs this 

wonderfully designed session except for one vital component…footwork. The most important part of 

goalkeeping, yet devoid of training sessions and not just in youth soccer, but includes college and 

professional.  

The ability or inability for a GK to move their feet, get set and deal with any given situation is dependent 

on their footwork…period and not debatable.  With the start of EVERY training session I conduct, I 

emphasis this point…  “It does not matter if you have the softest, quickest hands in the world if your feet 

cannot get you to the ball, you better hope the shot hits you”.  Once a GK gets to the correct position, 

the hands become critical to the success of making the save.  The unique position of GK has many, very 

important skills to possess, such as reading the game, communication, distribution, etc.. But without 

good footwork, everything else is a moot point.  

In discussing elite, professional goalkeepers, the aspect of always being in the right position, making 

easy saves…easy and the difficult saves…easy, while diving very little cannot go unnoticed.  Do we think 

this coincidence or their just so athletic, they would make those saves in their sleep?  Bottom line, they 

have great footwork that is quick, agile plus having great hands, catching everything with little rebound 

or dropped balls. This is the true mark of a quality goalkeeper! 

Let’s examine findings from my own research into the percentage of each shot a GK will make in an 

average game.  

Shot Type Save Type # In A Game % Faced % Scored 

Save Zone Scoop, Basket or Contour 7 70% 8.5% 

EST Collapse or Extension Dive 2 20% 1.5% 

1v1 
Save Zone / Collapse or Modified 

Collapse / Stalk (SZ or EST) 
< 1 .5% 

10% 

Penalty Kick SZ or EST < 1 .5% 80% 

 

• “Save Zone”: Any shot that either by location of shot, the pace and/or the use of footwork, the 

GK does not have to leave their feet. Makes save in one of three forms…1) Scoop (Any shot 

below the waist); 2) “Basket Catch” (Any shot placed from waist to mid-line of the chest); 3) 

Contour (Any shot from mid-line of chest to above the head) 

• “EST” (Emergency Save Technique): Any shot that either by location of shot, or pace, the GK is 

unable to use footwork to maintain upright position. Therefore, GK must leave feet in a 

horizontal manner, extending in a dive to secure or parry the ball from entering the goal. EST 

saves are two types…1) Collapse Dive (Any shot below the waist. Feet should not leave the 

ground); 2) Extension Dive (Any shot above the waist. Feet must leave ground and hips are to be 

at ball height) 



Given the numbers above, why is the singular focus of many goalkeeper trainers diving? Even more 

alarming is the lack of time spent on footwork. Footwork is the most important foundational skill for 

goalkeepers to learn to start at the youth levels and refined through the professional ranks.  

As important as the skill of EST is to a GK, why would one dive if you do not need to?  Why not train your 

feet, correct positioning and reaction time more, so the need to dive is lessened? All GK movements 

need to be efficient and effective. A mantra, if you will, used in my training sessions is, “Make the EASY 

saves EASY and the HARD saves, EASY.” Much like Occam’s Razor principle…when you have two 

competing answers to a problem, select the answer that makes the fewest assumptions…simply 

put…SIMPLIFY IT by choosing the one with least amount of steps to achieve the same answer, which in 

this case is making a save. 

Growing up in a not so sophisticated soccer area, it wasn’t until college when much of my training 

involved footwork. This involved ladders/cone training developing the quick, small steps needed, along 

with the training bounce / set rhythm while integrating the handling of simple shots into these 

environments. There I said it…simple shots!  Balls that I could handle and catch cleanly within one or 

two steps laterally were the majority of my repetitions. Through this repetition, relying on EST saves for 

shots with pace, just right/left diminished. The important element of confidence grew from being able 

to react quicker in my decision making, transferring to my feet and hands, allowing me to make easier 

saves. My range extended while staying on my feet, only diving for the most difficult of shots. I 

encourage all young, aspiring goalkeepers to watch a professional train. Oliver Kahn was the best GK in 

the world during my playing days, and in my mind, the best all time. Using technology such as YouTube, 

we can watch this awesome example of simplistic training to refine his skills. Most pros train by keeping 

things simple…yet, many coaches overthink their sessions with complex, exhausting environments and 

drills. I figure if the best in the world, getting paid millions of $$$, are training so efficiently, it is 

acceptable for us.  

How can we work on our feet?   

1. Find a GK trainer or local speed and agility trainer.  While many fitness, performance businesses 

offer this type of training, confirm their understanding of the GK position.  Many SAQ trainers do 

a great job, but most exercises are for field players. For a GK, these must be tweaked to properly 

train good habits such as not allowing the feet to get wider than the shoulders. Or crossing your 

feet, keeping the body moving as one unit…where the feet go, the head goes, etc. Ladders, 

cones, mini hurdles, etc. will be what you primarily work with.  

Some common speed ladder exercises used for field players and GK are 

• One Foot In – One Foot Out: Converting this movement to one fitting the needs of a GK 

is crucial. The outside foot should be as close to the ladder band as possible. The outside 

foot should not be far away, placing it outside the shoulders, nor should the hips be 

swinging. 

• Funky Chicken: If we all agree the feet should not be wider than the shoulders, then 

when doing this movement, why do trainers allow such a WIDE stance, clearly not under 

the shoulders? In this movement, I have players land on balls of the feet, ON the ladder 

band. By doing this, we are training the correct habits…muscle memory. 



2. When the rhythm of the movements become solid, feet becoming quicker, integrate your 

hands.  A staple of CSGKA footwork / hands integration using one of the above movements is… 

• Funky Chicken: At the end of this movement, if the GK has been instructed what the 

starting movement should be so at the end of the ladder they land in their “Set 

Position”, then a volley at the GK adding the hands in is a natural progression.  

Two other points of emphasis often ignored are: 

1. BALANCE: At the end of most every movement through a speed ladder, the training GK must 

“FREEZE” on one foot for three seconds. Once comfortable with the movements, having quicker 

feet, better balance, I add another element. While standing on one leg, balls of the foot, I then 

say “Set”. The training GK moves into the “Set” position and I volley a ball to integrate hands. 

The obvious benefit is improving balance and control. The logic is, if a GK can move quickly, 

suddenly “freeze” on one foot, how much more balanced will they be when adding the second 

foot? I call it finding their “Balance Point”. Colleterial benefits are 1) Strengthens leg muscles, 2) 

Core strengthening.  

2. RELAXING: Being stiff as a board in the set position (upper and lower body) is not conducive to 

quick reactions. The comparison I use is 2x4 to a rubber hose…young players identify with this 

comparison very well. While our feet need to be quick, players also need to be relaxed. RELAX, 

RELAX, RELAX with the upper body and soft with the hands.  

Very soon, videos will be posted showing many of these movements.  

Remember, don’t train in a “Shooting Gallery” compared to an actual training where technical critiques 

are made. Get as many quality repetitions in as you can and you will see the benefits in your play in 

matches! 

 

 

 

 


